T H E N E W PACK AGING SYSTEM

Well-matured, appetizingly presented
With TenderPac SEALPAC presents a dual-compartment
vacuum packaging system, which creates the optimal
conditions for maturing meat products, such as beef.
The meat’s drip-loss is diverted into a second packaging
compartment. As a result, the system ensures hygienic
storage and an appetizing product presentation that
remains during the entire shelf life.

Benefits:
Optimal microbiology
Maximum shelf life
Perfectly tuned to meat maturation
Tender in structure, full of flavour
Attractive presentation at retail
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D UA L- C O M PA R T M E N T SYS T E M , UNIQUE RESULT:

TenderPac
A second compartment neatly collects the drip-loss, as well
as residual oxygen and metabolites, by means of the specially
developed SEALPAC ActiveStick. This ensures that the meat
is stored dry and appetizingly during its entire shelf life. Even
after opening TenderPac, the consumer will not come into
contact with the drip-loss.
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Advantages at a glance:
 ual-compartment vacuum pack with
D
hygienic separation of meat and drip-loss
Improved colour and optimized maturation
process
Maximum shelf life
Secure and sturdy packaging
 ttractive vertical or horizontal product
A
presentation
Tender in structure, full of flavour
Including consumer notice on the ActiveStick

The TenderPac system guarantees an appealing and consumerfriendly presentation of any maturing meat product. It convinces
with excellent tender meat quality and aromatic flavour.

TenderPac is a trademark of Sealpac GmbH. Printed 04/2014.

TenderPac by SEALPAC creates the best conditions for fresh
red meat in the pre-packaged segment. Whether produced
from cost-efficient PA/PE flexible film or applied as high-quality
TraySkin® solution, this dual-compartment vacuum pack can be
presented standing or hanging in the retail shelves. Its special
film characteristics are perfectly tuned to the maturation process
of fresh meat.
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Cardboard sleeve for
individual branding

InsideCut system

Skin film

ActiveStick
(vacuum reser voir)

EasyPeelPoint
opening aid

TenderPac is available on
SEALPAC’s complete range
of packaging equipment.

Your
Your SEALPAC
SEALPAC distributor:
distributor:
S EAL PA C – your package to success.
As a high-precision manufacturer, we support our customers in
reaching their targets. We work together to create cost-effective
and guaranteed high-quality solutions. Our flexible and dedicated
approach will guide you in exploring individual alternatives to
help shape your future.
SEALPAC International bv | Langekamp 2 | NL-3848 DX Harderwijk
Telephone: +31 (0) 341 46 20 30 | info@sealpacinternational.com

